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A B S T R A C T   

Fatal threats of fully confined blasts to surface battleships must be minimized to avoid catastrophic failure such 
as ship sinking. In the present study, for enhanced blast resistance, ultralight all-metallic sandwich panels with 
square honeycomb cores are proposed as an alternative to traditional metallic plates for ship construction. A 
combined experimental and numerical approach is employed to investigate the dynamic responses of fully- 
clamped sandwich panel subjected to fully confined blast loading and compare its blast resistance to that of 
its monolithic counterpart having equal mass. To explore the underlying physical mechanisms, finite element 
simulations with the Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) approach are performed. The simulation results are 
validated against experimental measurements for both sandwich and monolithic target plates, with good 
agreement achieved. It is demonstrated that, with the pressure versus time history on target plate featured by 
multiple reflected overpressures and a long-duration quasi-static phase with considerably lower pressure 
amplitude, the proposed sandwich panel exhibits a considerably higher blast resistance than its monolithic 
counterpart of equal areal density placed at the same standoff distance, due mainly to its consumption of impact 
energy via global out-of-plane bending, in-plane stretching, and localized core crushing. Results of this study are 
helpful for designing novel lightweight protection structures with enhanced blast resistance for ship construction.   

1. Introduction 

Advanced missiles with time-delay or smart fuses pose fatal threats to 
major surface battleships, which can detonate the critical chambers (e. 
g., ammunition compartment) after penetrating the ship hull, causing 
catastrophic failure such as ship sinking (due to, say, missile strike like 
that recently experienced by the flagship of Russian Black Sea Fleet, the 
Moskva Guided Missile Cruiser). Such internal blasts are commonly 
referred to as confined explosions, which is a main category of air blast 
loads based on confined shock wave propagation [1]. Relative to un-
confined blasts (e.g., explosions in free air), confined explosions are 
much less well studied, for blast loadings on a target can be considerably 
aggravated by confinement, thus difficult to characterize [2]. It has been 
established that, with identical charge mass, internal blasts in confined 
space are significantly more intensive than unconfined ones, as energy 
concentration of the former is generally hundreds of times higher than 
that generated by the latter [3–6]. 

The intricate process associated with internal blasts, from explosive 
detonation to the formation and propagation of shock waves that ulti-
mately interact with the structure (target), had been investigated by 
several earlier studies [2,7–9]. The results show that, due to confine-
ment effects, the structure as a whole is subjected to an initial high- 
pressure shock wave and subsequent pulses with multiple reflections 
/superpositions that are complicated to describe, whereas its corner 
(connected to adjacent structures) is subjected to convergent shock 
wave. Eventually, the structure experiences a gas pressure that is 
dependent upon the volume and venting area of the confined space as 
well as the characteristics of explosives. Such devastating confined blast 
loadings may lead to severe damage to ship structures, causing even 
structural collapse and sinking of the ship. It is therefore of great sig-
nificance to understand and characterize the dynamic response of a 
target structure subjected to fully confined blast loading, so as to achieve 
improved design for enhanced blast resistance. 

Under fully confined blast, the dynamic response of a target is related 
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to key influencing factors of both the blast chamber and explosive 
charge. For the former, the scaled-down blast chamber model is usually 
employed to determine the blast load and the response characteristics of 
a geometrically similar full-size target structure. Varying the size of the 
chamber according to the law of geometrical similarity for confined 
blast loading at the same scaled distance revealed that the larger the 
volume, the higher the reflected pressures [10–13]. On the other hand, 
relatively few studies reported the significant effect of chamber shape, e. 
g., rectangular, cuboidal, cylindrical, and spherical chambers, on target 
responses [2,14–16]. A series of internal blast tests were conducted in 
cuboidal steel containers to quantify the effect of explosive mass on 
permanent deformations of target structures [1]. As expected, the per-
manent deflection increased with increasing charge mass. Unexpectedly, 
however, increasing the standoff distance of charge resulted in mono-
tonically increasing permanent displacement of either a square plate or 
stiffened plate [17–19], which contradicts the results of well-known 
free-air blast tests and is mainly attributed to blast wave attenuation 
[20]. In addition, the blast loading arising from detonation of a large- 
mass explosive charge is sensitive to its shape. In modern standards 
for blast-resistant design, spherical charge is commonly assumed, such 
as the UFC-3–340-02 (2008) [21], which gave a significantly lower 
prediction of deformation and damage responses of target structure than 
an axially/radially oriented cylindrical-shaped charge [9]. The same 
conclusion was reached in numerical simulation studies on seamless 
steel pipes subjected to internal explosive loadings from a centrally 
located cylindrical explosive charge and its equivalent spherical charge 
[14]. Recently, a combined experimental and numerical study was 
conducted to investigate the dynamic response of a stiffened steel plate 
subjected to the detonation of cylindrical TNT charge [22]. It was 
revealed that plate thickness plays a more significant role in the per-
manent deformation of the plate relative to the size of stiffeners attached 
to the plate. Further, in a recent study [23], the dynamic responses of 
metallic plates containing different types of preformed holes were 
studied to mimic the effects of perforation by fragments in combined 
fragment-blast loading. 

Previous studies of confined blasts focused largely on conventional 
structures, such as mild steel plates and stiffened steel plates widely 
adopted for ship construction. In the present study, to alleviate the 
damaging effect of confined blast loading, ultralight all-metallic sand-
wich panels comprising thin face sheets and low-density cellular cores 
are envisioned, for they exhibit superior blast/impact resistance relative 
to traditional monolithic/stiffened plates of equal mass in unconfined 
blast loading [24–27]. The distinct advantages of such blast-resistant 
sandwich constructions are mainly attributed to three aspects 
[24,28–30]: (1) shock load mitigation by fluid–structure interaction 
(FSI) between the fluid-transported shock wave and the impacted face 
sheet of sandwich panel; (2) large plastic deformation and preeminent 
kinetic energy-absorbing capacity of cellular core; (3) high bending 
resistance of sandwich construction. When subjected to free air explo-
sions, however, the smaller permanent deflection of a sandwich panel 
than its equivalent monolithic plate is dominated by the last two aspects, 
since the FSI effect in air shock loading is insignificant [25,30]. Ideally, 
for superior blast resistance, the sandwich panel with cellular core re-
quires a strong, simultaneous stretching resistance core that keeps its 
face sheets separated to maintain high structural bending resistance. 

Among numerous core topologies that have been exploited hitherto, 
the honeycomb with straight webs is favored due to its high crushing 
strength, along with low relative density (or, equivalently, high 
porosity) and excellent in-plane stretching resistance under unconfined 
air-blast loadings [24,31,32]. While a wide variety of cell geometries 
exist for honeycombs, the square and hexagonal honeycombs are 
commonly adopted for sandwich constructions against unconfined air- 
blast loadings. Early works [28,33–35] found that square-honeycomb 
core sandwich structures have a higher shock resistance than sand-
wiches having other core topologies (e.g., corrugated core and pyra-
midal core) of equal mass from the point of the permanent transverse 

deflection. For sandwich panels made with hexagonal honeycomb cores, 
the effects of face sheet and core configuration on their dynamic re-
sponses under blast loading have been systematically investigated 
[36–38]. Recently, for applications in automotive, aerospace and marine 
industries, honeycomb-core sandwich constructions made with poly-
mers [39,40] and fiber-reinforced composite materials [41,42] other 
than traditional metallic materials have attracted much attention. 

Single and multiobjective design optimizations with a variety of 
heuristic algorithms have been carried out to further enhance the me-
chanical performances and weight efficiency of honeycomb sandwich 
structures. For instance, recent studies on numerical strategies for 
optimal design of honeycomb sandwiches can be found in [43] for 
minimized dynamic deflection or acceleration under blast loading, in 
[44] for maximized specific energy absorption under high-velocity 
impact, in [45] for minimal weight design and [46] for maximized 
transverse deflection and core crushing strain under impact loading, and 
in [47] for optimized structural weight and crashworthiness. Nonethe-
less, existing studies of sandwich structures have targeted mainly un-
confined air blasts, with little attention paid to their performance under 
fully confined blasts typically encountered in modern surface battle-
ships. This is the key motivation behind the current study. Therefore, 
with particular focus placed upon exploring whether sandwich design 
offers significant structural advantage over monolithic plates of equal 
mass, this study combines experimental measurements and finite 
element (FE) simulations to investigate the dynamic performance of 
honeycomb sandwich panels subjected to fully confined blast loading. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the topological 
geometry and fabrication route of honeycomb sandwich panels. Section 
3 outlines the experimental arrangements and objectives, while details 
of FE simulation for fully confined explosion based on the Coupled- 
Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) method are presented in Section 4. In Sec-
tion 5, in addition to presenting experimental and numerical results, the 
dynamic responses of honeycomb sandwich panel sunder fully confined 
blast loading are quantitatively analyzed and compared with those of its 
monolithic counterpart. The study provides further insights for 
exploiting ultralight all-metallic sandwich structures with high resis-
tance to fully confined explosions. 

2. Morphology and fabrication of all-metallic honeycomb 
sandwich panels 

2.1. Morphology of sandwich panels 

L907A low-alloy marine steel (density ρf = 7850 kg/m3 and yield 
strength 470 MPa), independently developed in China, has been 
extensively employed in marine industry for ship construction and 
hence is selected as the material make of the reference monolithic target 
plate as well as the front face sheet of the proposed sandwich panel. The 
thickness of the front face is fixed at tf = 3 mm in the current study. 
Fundamental mechanical properties of L907A steel have been charac-
terized systematically in our earlier study [48,49]: the use of L907A as 
the front face sheet of sandwich construction allows the energy of 
impact loading to be dissipated via plastic bending and ductile stretch-
ing. The square honeycomb core and the back face are both fabricated 
from 316L stainless steel of thickness 1.5 mm and density 7900 kg/m3, 
mainly for two reasons. Firstly, the shipbuilding steel L907A is relatively 
thick, having a minimum thickness of 3 mm according to the standard 
GJB 6055–2007. Honeycomb core fabricated with 3 mm thick L907A 
steel sheet is too strong for fully confined blast testing considered in the 
present study. Secondly, with high elongation (>50 %), excellent 
welding performance (especially for joining dissimilar materials at 
relatively low cost [50]), good corrosion resistance and stability in 
gaseous and aqueous environments, 316L stainless steel has also been 
widely exploited in marine industry. Thus, under fully confined blast 
loading, while the 316L honeycomb core takes full advantage of plastic 
crushing for energy absorption, the 316L back face sheet prevents the 
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stretching failure of the sandwich panel. In a future study, the dynamic 
responses of sandwich panels made of metallic materials other than 
L907A and 316L will be investigated under fully confined blast loading. 

Fig. 1 displays the design and geometry of all-metallic sandwich 
panels with square honeycomb cores fabricated and tested in the current 
study, each having fixed in-plane dimensions of 1290 × 1290 mm. For a 
square honeycomb core, the unit cell is configured with straight webs, 
shown as dashed red lines in Fig. 1. Given that the sandwich panels used 
in the present study would most likely be subjected to large bending 
loads caused by the detonation of explosive charges, it is important to 
create high-strength joints between the core webs and the front/back 
face sheets. To this end, both top and bottom flanges (width 6.5 mm) are 
adopted for each core web to enable larger contact areas for welding, as 
illustrated by the enlarged view of core web in Fig. 1. The core relative 
density ρc of the flange-enhanced square honeycomb is defined as the 
ratio of core effective density ρc to parent alloy densityρs, namely [24]: 

ρc =
ρc

ρs
=

2tc(hc + 2lf )

lhc
(1)  

where relevant geometric parameters are: web thickness tc (1.5 mm in 
the present study), web height hc (75.5 mm), web spacing l (300 mm), 
and flange width lf (6.5 mm). Consequently, the core relative density is 
calculated to be ρc ≈ 1.2 %, with an effective density of ρc ≈ 95 kg/m3. 
It follows that the areal mass of sandwich panel is m ≈ 42.6 kg/m2, 
calculated via: 

m = tf ρf + tbρb + ρchc (2) 

Correspondingly, the monolithic counterpart of the sandwich panel 
having equal mass has a thickness of ts ≈ 5.4 mm, calculated according 
to: 

ts = tf + tb + ρchc (3)  

2.2. Fabrication of sandwich panels 

The fabrication and assembly process of square honeycomb sand-
wich panels for fully confined blast testing are schematically illustrated 
in Fig. 2. Firstly, the edges of both the front and back face sheets are 
punched via laser cutting, leading to a total of 64 circular holes for end 
clamping with M22 bolts (material make 40Cr steel). In the present 
study, the front face sheet (which experiences first the blast loading 
during confined blast test) is fabricated from the L907A ship steel, which 
had been systematically characterized in our previous studies [48]. Both 
the back face sheet and the honeycomb core are made of the AISI 316L 
stainless steel. 

Fabrication of the square honeycomb core illustrated in Fig. 1 re-
quires the following procedures. For interlocking strip assembly, slots on 
1.5 mm thick 316L steel sheet are cut via laser, whose length is just half 
the height of core web (Fig. 2). Note that, in the present study, allow-
ances (lf = 6.5 mm in Fig. 1) of core web height are purposely provided, 
which are subsequently bent at 90 degrees to form top/bottom web 
flanges. A slotted assembly approach is then used to fabricate the cross- 
slots and honeycomb core, as shown in Fig. 2. The honeycomb core for 
sandwich construction consists of 1290 mm length strips spaced 300 mm 
apart, forming a 3 × 3 cell square grid, with the area outside the grid 
purposely left for metal block insertions (end clamping; Fig. 2). The 
front/back face sheets and the flanged honeycomb core are bonded 
together in sequence via laser welding, wherein a shielding gas pipe 
follows the motion of laser spot, releasing helium gas to protect the 
welding joint. Compared to other bonding methodologies, laser welding 
provides a more convenient and efficient assembling of the relatively 
large-scale sandwich specimens investigated in the current study. 
Finally, inserting aluminum blocks into the edges of as-fabricated 
sandwich panel ensures the edges are fully clamped during fully 
confined blast testing: as a result, full densification of the honeycomb 
core between the clamp fixtures is allowed. Note that, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2, the positions and sizes of circular holes punched in the aluminum 
blocks should exactly match those punched in the front/back face 

Fig. 1. Geometrical configuration of ultralight sandwich panel with flange-enhanced square honeycomb core for fully confined blast test.  
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sheets. 

3. Fully confined blast tests 

Fully confined blast tests carried out on edge-clamped sandwich 
panels with square honeycomb cores and their monolithic counterparts 
are summarized in Table 1, together with details of test specimens and 
blast conditions (e.g., mass, diameter and location of TNT charge). With 
spherical charges adopted, the tests consist of two groups: Group M and 
Group S. In Group M, monolithic target plates (specimens A and B; 
Table 1) are installed on both ends of the blast chamber. In Group S, a 
sandwich panel (specimen A) is mounted on one end of the chamber 
while its monolithic counterpart (specimen B) is mounted on the other 
end. Internal pressures recorded during each confined blast test and 
permanent mid-span displacements of target plates measured after the 

test is completed are employed to determine the accuracy and fidelity of 
subsequent 3D FE simulations. 

Fully confined blast tests are performed in a purposely designed and 
fabricated rectangular blast chamber that has an effective length of 
2000 mm, a width of 900 mm, and a height of 900 mm. As shown in 
Fig. 3a, the left and right ends of the chamber are left unclosed before 
test specimens are mounted using M22 bolts. The entire chamber, made 
from 30 mm thick Q345B steel sheet, is designed according to the 
Pressure Vessel Preparation Standard GB.150–2011 of China. The 
chamber is welded using a multi-pass GTAW/SMAW/SAW process, 
followed by post-weld heat treatment to relieve residual thermal stresses 
and improve weldment properties. Likely defects in the welded joints are 
assessed with radiography testing, following procedures detailed in the 
NB/T47013-2015. The chamber is subsequently reinforced with T-sha-
ped steel stiffeners, angled irons, and staggered steel ribs along both 

Fig. 2. Fabrication process of sandwich panel with flange-enhanced square honeycomb core.  
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longitudinal and transversal directions; Fig. 3a. This ensures the cham-
ber has sufficiently strong resistance to internal explosive pressure, thus 
enabling confined blast tests to be carried out repeatedly. 

During each test, the bottom of the as-fabricated rectangular blast 
chamber is fixed upon ground fixtures, also made of Q345B steel, via 
M16 bolts; Fig. 3a. The edge-clamped test specimens, either sandwich 
panel or its monolithic counterpart or both, and the chamber together 
create a fully confined space, with an effective 900 × 900 mm specimen 
area exposed to internal blast loading. Fig. 3b displays the assembled 
blast chamber with test specimens mounted on both of its ends, ready for 
fully confined blast test. The placing of TNT explosive charge is achieved 
via a handhole located at the top of chamber and a hook welded to the 

inner wall of the chamber; Fig. 3c. The handhole is closed after the 
placing, and remains closed till the blast test is completed. The hori-
zontal standoff distance between the charge and target can be varied as 
desired using hooks welded to top chamber wall. It should be pointed 
out that, to allow for unconfined blast tests, a functioning venting hole 
with a diameter of 250 mm is introduced to one of the sidewalls of 
rectangular chamber, as shown in Fig. 3a. Throughout the present tests, 
however, this venting hole is closed to ensure fully confined blast 
loading. 

Two piezoresistive transducers placed at positions P1 and P2 and one 
piezoelectric transducer placed at position P3 are used for internal 
pressure measurements. The gauges (pressure transducers) are placed on 

Table 1 
Summary of confined blast tests.  

Test Schematic illustration Specimens Charge mass (kg) Charge diameter 
(mm) 

Standoff distance (m) 

M-1 A: Monolithic plate 
316L (1.5 mm) 

0.27 73.5 R1 = 1 
R2 = 1 

B: Monolithic plate 
316L (1.5 mm) 

M-2 A: Monolithic plate L907A (3 mm) 0.75 98.7 R1 = 1 
R2 = 1 B: Monolithic plate L907A (10 mm) 

M-3 A: Monolithic plate L907A (3 mm) 1 108.4 R1 = 1 
R2 = 1 B: Monolithic plate L907A (3 mm) 

S-1 A: Honeycomb core sandwich 0.75 98.7 R1 = 1 
R2 = 1 B: Monolithic plate L907A (10 mm) 

S-2 A: Honeycomb core sandwich 1 108.4 R1 = 1 
R2 = 1 B: Monolithic plate L907A (3 mm)  
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of purposely designed and fabricated rectangular chamber for confined blast test (e.g., Test S-1 detailed in Table 1), with a handhole on its top 
wall for placing TNT charge, (b) assembled chamber with edge-clamped test specimens and ground fixture, (c) cross-sectional view of standoff distances, R1 and R2, 
between spherical TNT charge and target plates (e.g., sandwich panel and its monolithic counterpart), (d) position of pressure transducer P1 on front side wall, and 
(e) positions of pressure transducers P2 and P3 on back side wall. 
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the front/back side walls of blast chamber (rather than the top wall) to 
keep away from the handhole, as shown in Fig. 3d and 3e. Gauges P1 and 
P2 (Keller PA-33X, KELLER HCW) with a working range of 0 ~ 30 MPa 
and measurement accuracy of ± 0.01 % are used to measure quasi-static 
pressures on chamber walls: the two pressure transducers are positioned 
opposite to each other, one on the front side wall (Fig. 3d) and the other 
on the back side wall (Fig. 3e). To measure the reflected overpressure, 
gauge P3 (KD2000, Kedong Co., ltd) with a working range of 0 ~ 60 MPa 
and an accuracy of ± 0.5 % mounted on the back side wall is used. The 
three pressure transducers, P1, P2 and P3, have the same sampling 
frequency of 1000 kHz. For each blast test, pressure signal data are 
recorded via a data acquisition system. Upon completing each blast test, 
permanent mid-span deflections and deformation profiles of sandwich/ 
monolithic specimens are measured. 

4. Finite element simulations 

In addition to field tests, numerical modeling is necessary to explore 

physical mechanisms and provide in-depth details of pressure wave in-
teractions during fully confined explosion. In this study, three- 
dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) calculations are performed using 
the commercially available FE code ABAQUS/Explicit. This section 
presents details of the modeling procedure, including blast chamber and 
test specimen geometries, material constitutive models, boundary con-
ditions, and mesh sensitivity studies, with relevant parameters carefully 
chosen to replicate experimental conditions. 

4.1. Finite element model 

Fig. 4a displays a 3D FE model of representative blast test (i.e., Test 
S-1 of Table 1), which is consisted of air, blast chamber, specimens (i.e., 
sandwich panel and its monolithic counterpart in Test S-1) placed at 
both ends of chamber, spherical explosive charge (TNT), clamp frames, 
and bolts. Due to symmetry, only one-quarter of the FE model is pre-
sented. For the sandwich panel, identical flanges of core web as those in 
test specimens are considered, as shown in the enlarged view of 

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of 3D one-quarter FE model with one honeycomb sandwich panel and one monolithic plate mounted to the ends of blast chamber as target 
plates, and (b)-(c) boundary and symmetric conditions of the one-quarter model. 
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sandwich in Fig. 4a. In addition, aluminum blocks are inserted into the 
edges of sandwich panel for the purpose of clamping. In the present 
simulations, the rectangular chamber with clamp frames, the aluminum 
blocks, and the bolts are all fully fixed in space. 

Structural dynamic responses of target plates subjected to fully 
confined explosion are calculated using the Coupled-Eulerian- 
Lagrangian (CEL) method [51,52]. This method enables capturing flu-
id–structure interaction between the Eulerian parts (i.e., the air and 
explosive charge) and the Lagrangian parts (i.e., the structural compo-
nents), which has been shown to be effective in the simulation of 
impulsive blast involving extreme structural deformation. In this study, 
the Eulerian parts fixed in space are meshed using eight-node reduced 
integration (EC3D8R) hexahedral elements, while the Lagrangian 
C3D8R elements are adopted to mesh the structural components. The 
Eulerian domain has a dimension of 3000 × 750 × 750 mm, separated 
into two parts (Fig. 4a), i.e., the explosive domain and the air domain, 
with the former providing explosive material and the latter supplying air 
material. Eulerian materials can flow through Eulerian elements that do 
not deform, for the nodes are thoroughly fixed in space. Moreover, they 
can interact with Lagrangian elements via Eulerian-Lagrangian contact 
to get dynamic structural responses. It is emphasized that the volume 
covered by Eulerian parts should be larger than that of Lagrangian parts, 
thus giving enough space for Eulerian materials to move and deform. 
During the simulation, the Eulerian Volume Fraction (EVF) is tracked for 
each Eulerian element, which represents the ratio of Eulerian material 
inside an element to the volume of that element [51,52]. If an element is 
void without any material, its EVF is zero; if the EVF is unity, the 
element is completely filled with Eulerian material, which might be air, 
explosive, or both. 

Nonreflecting flow-out boundary conditions are set to the Eulerian 
domain on each side to simulate an unbounded domain (Fig. 4b), such 
that Eulerian material can flow out of the Eulerian domain. If any 
Eulerian material moves outside the Eulerian mesh, it is lost from the 
simulation and corresponding decreases in total mass and energy would 
occur [53]. On the other hand, symmetric boundary constraints are set 
for the symmetry planes (Fig. 4c). The chamber, clamp frames, 
aluminum blocks, and bolts are fully clamped to represent the actual 
boundary conditions used in blast tests. Symmetrical boundary condi-
tions are applied to the target plates on both sides of the chamber. 

The general contact property models and defaults in ABAQUS are 
applied to the Eulerian-Lagrangian contact as well as the contact be-
tween each target plate and the clamping structural parts (i.e., clamp 
frames, aluminum blocks, and bolts). For the sandwich panel, the 
flanged honeycomb cores and the face sheets are perfectly bonded 
together using a tie-contact option. As post-test inspection showed that 
the welded joints are almost intact (Fig. 9), tie-contact is considered 
feasible in the present FE simulation. 

The chamber is modeled as a rigid body in the FE model, for two 
reasons. Firstly, the chamber is not only constructed with sufficiently 
thick steel plates but also reinforced with T-shaped steel stiffeners, 
angled irons, and staggered steel ribs along both longitudinal and 
transversal directions. As a result, during the present blast tests, no 
visible deformation of chamber walls is observed. Secondly, as the 3D 
finite element model is relatively large, modeling the chamber as a rigid 
body reduces considerably the computational cost. 

To analyze the characteristics of numerically simulated internal 
pressure loading generated during confined blast, three points on 
chamber walls are selected, consistent with positions P1, P2 and P3 in 
experimental setup (shown in Fig. 3d and 3e). For each test, upon 
detonation of spherical TNT charge, the FE simulation captures at least 
the first five milliseconds of structural response. 

4.2. Material constitutive models 

Consider first the constitutive modeling of Eulerian materials. The 
standard JWL (Jones-Wilkins-Lee) equation of the state (EOS) model has 

been widely employed to model the detonation of explosive, which ex-
presses the pressure generated by chemical energy in an explosive as a 
function of its volume and energy [54], namely: 

pT = A
(

1 −
ω

R1ν

)

e− R1ν +B
(

1 −
ω

R2ν

)

e− R2ν +
ωE
ν (4)  

where A, B, R1, R2 and ω are the constants, to be determined from ex-
periments, andpT, ν and E are the pressure, relative volume, and internal 
energy per unit volume of the explosive, respectively. 

The JWL EOS is based on the assumption of thermal isolation, since 
temperature is not defined in the model. In addition, the model is not 
suitable for explosives having low detonation velocities, for the reaction 
zone at the detonation front is thick compared with high detonation 
velocity explosives [55]. For the TNT explosive used in the present 
study, relevant material properties and parameters appearing in the JWL 
EOS model are listed in Table 2. 

The air is modeled based on the assumption that it can be treated as 
an ideal gas [53,56], yielding: 

pA = (γ − 1)ρ0e − p0γ = cp/cv (5)  

where ρ0 is the initial density of the air; p0 is the atmospheric pressure; 
cp and cv are the specific heat at constant pressure and volume, 
respectively, whose ratio is defined as γ(γ=1.4); and e is the internal 
energy per unit reference volume. This model is applicable for adiabatic 
analysis with constant specific heat and has much to commend for its 
simplicity and ease of computation. The values of relevant parameters 
appearing in the model are listed in Table 2. 

Dynamic responses of the structural steels used in the current study, 
namely, marine steel L907A, AISI 316L stainless steel, and 40Cr steel 
(material makes of bolts for clamping) are described using constitutive 
models of plasticity and fracture initiation. Firstly, L907A is assumed to 
be isotropic such that it yields according to the von Mises-type yield 
criterion; correspondingly, the mixed Swift-Voce isotropic strain hard-
ening model coupled with strain rate and temperature-dependent terms 
has been calibrated with great accuracy in our previous investigation 
[48]. On the other hand, ductile fracture is assumed to occur with the 
onset of plastic flow localization. The Hosford-Coulomb (H-C) fracture 
model is used to predict ductile fracture initiation of L907A steel, which 
is developed based on plasticity model in conjunction with a separate 
fracture model. It has been demonstrated that fracture initiation in 
L907A under various stress states, strain rates, and temperatures can be 
well described using the proposed plasticity and ductile fracture models 
[48]. The models have been implemented into ABAQUS via user-defined 
material subroutines, with calibrated model parameters listed in 
Table 3. For completeness of the current study, relevant formulas are 
summarized below. 

The von Mises-type equivalent yield stress σy of the plasticity model 
is expressed as [48]: 

σy =
[
αA(εp + ε0)

n
+ (1 − α)

(
k0 + Q(1 − e− βεp )

) ]
(1 + Clnε̇*

) [1 − (T*)
m
]

(6)  

where the first and second terms in the first bracket can be re-expressed 
using the Swift-Voce hardening law, as: 

ks = A(εp + ε0)
n
, kv = k0 +Q(1 − e− βεp ) (7)  

where ε̇* = ε̇p/ε̇0 andT* = (T − Tr)/(Tm − Tr). The Swift-Voce hard-
ening law is a linear combination of the power-law (ks) and exponential- 
law (kv) types, where (A,ε0, n) are material parameters of the Swift 
model, (k0,Q, β) are coefficients of the Voce equation, and α is a 
weighting factor. The logarithmic term in Eq. (6), consisting of param-
eter C and reference strain rateε̇0, represents the effect of strain rate 
hardening. The thermal softening term includes the exponentm, the 
reference temperatureTr, and the melting temperatureTm. 
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Consider next the ductile fracture initiation model for L907A [48]. 
The phenomenological H-C model of fracture initiation defines, at the 
instant of fracture, the equivalent plastic strain εf as a function of the 
stress triaxiality η and the Lode angle parameterθ, as:  

where the Lode angle parameter-dependent trigonometric formulas are: 

f1(θ) =
2
3

cos
[π
6
(1 − θ)

]
, f2(θ) =

2
3

cos
[π
6
(3 + θ)

]
, f3(θ)

= −
2
3

cos
[π
6
(1 + θ)

]
(9)  

and 

b =

⎧
⎨

⎩

b0 if ε̇p < ε̇0

b0(1 + γlnε̇*
) if ε̇p⩾ε̇0

, ε̇*
= ε̇p/ε̇0,T* = (T − Tr)/(Tm − Tr) (10) 

The constants of the H-C model include: the Hosford exponent 
related to the Lode anglea, the multiplierb, the coefficient related to 
stress triaxialityc, the constantnf , and the constants (γ, d) appearing in 
the strain rate and temperature-dependent terms. 

As for the AISI 316L stainless steel, it is assumed that the empirical 
Johnson-Cook (J-C) model [57] can be employed to characterize its flow 
stress and fracture behavior, which considers the effects of strain, strain 
rate, and temperature. For the plasticity model, the equivalent yield 
stress σy is expressed as: 

σy =
(

A + Bεn
p

)
(1 + Clnε̇*

) [1 − (T*)
m
] (11)  

where the strain rate and temperature-dependent terms have the same 
form as Eq. (6). The constants A, B, and n are material parameters of the 
hardening model, which is only a power-law type in comparison with 
the Swift-Voce model. In the current study, the three parameters are 

obtained by fitting the expression 
(

A + Bεn
p

)
with the measured average 

true stress versus true strain curve of AISI 316L. Uniaxial true stress 
versus strain curves of AISI 316L are obtained by performing quasi-static 
tensile tests using three nominally identical specimens (Fig. 5a), each 
conducted at an engineering strain rate of 1 × 10-3 s− 1 using an MTS 
testing machine (CMT5105) at room temperature, with a longitudinal 
extensometer employed for deformation measurement. As the true stress 
versus true strain curves displayed in Fig. 5b are almost identical, the 
average of measurement results is taken as representative of material 
response. Fig. 5c further plots error bars (standard deviations) for true 
stresses measured at selected true strains, which indicate that the pre-
sent test data are highly repeatable. In addition, the values of strain rate 
and temperature parameters C and m appearing in Eq. (11) are taken 
from existing studies [58], as listed in Table 4. 

To characterize the ductile fracture of AISI 316L, the J-C fracture 
model [59] considers the effects of stress triaxiality, strain rate and 
temperature on failure strain but is independent of the Lode angle, 

resulting in: 

εf = D1 +D2exp(D3η)[1 + D4lnε̇*
](1 + D5T*m) (12)  

where D1 is a material constant, D2 and D3 are the stress triaxiality- 
dependent parameters, while the coefficients D4 and D5 are related to 
strain rate and temperature, respectively. Based on the published data 
[60], the parameters of the J-C fracture model for AISI 316L are listed in 
Table 4. Finally, for the bolt material 40Cr, the Johnson-Cook material 
model is also used and the corresponding fitted parameters, taken from 
reference [61], are presented in Table 4. 

4.3. Mesh convergence 

To obtain a proper mesh size for FE simulations, mesh convergence 
analysis for typical cases, i.e., Test M-3 and Test S-2 listed in Table 1, is 
carried out to investigate the sensitivity of simulated mid-span 

Table 2 
Constitutive models parameters of Eulerian materials - TNT explosive [54] and air [53,56] - for numerical simulation.  

Material EOS parameters input data in ABAQUS 

TNT ρ (kg/m3
) A (Pa) B (Pa) R1 (-) R2 (-) ω (-) E (J/m3) v (m/s)  

1630 3.71 × 1011 3.23 × 109  4.15  0.95  0.3 7.0 × 109 6900 
Air ρ0(kg/m3)

1.225 
p0(Pa)
101,957 

*R(J/kg⋅K)
287  

cv(J/kg⋅K)
717.6  

cp(J/kg⋅K)
1004.6  

* Specific gas constant R = cp − cv.  

Table 3 
Material properties and calibrated material parameters for L907A marine steel 
[48].  

Material parameter Notation Numerical value 

Young’s modulus E (GPa) 202 
Poisson ratio ν  0.3 
Density ρ (kg/m3) 7850 
Plateau stress σ0 (MPa) 472.68 
Plateau strain εplat  0.02097 
Swift hardening constants A (MPa) 909.29 

ε0  0.0182 
n  0.1992 

Voce hardening constants k0 (MPa) 382.96 
Q (MPa) 259.44 
β  16.832 

Weighting factor α  0.75 
Strain rate-related constant C  0.0293 
Reference strain rate ε̇0  0.001 
Thermal softening constant m  0.840 
Reference temperature Tr (K) 293 
Melting temperature Tm (K) 1700 
Parameter related to Lode angle a  1.811 
Controlling the overall magnitude b0  1.0358 
Parameter related to stress triaxiality c  0.0019 
Parameter related to strain rate γ  − 0.0144 
Parameter related to temperature d  3.973  

εf (η, θ) = b(1 + c)
1
nt

({
1
2
((f1 − f2)

a
+ (f2 − f3)

a
+ (f1 − f3)

a
)

}1
a

+ c(2η + f1 + f3)

)− 1
nt

(1 + dT*) (8)   
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deflection to the mesh sizes of structural and Eulerian elements. Firstly, 
for Test M-3, the target plate is meshed in plane with varying sizes (i.e., 
4.0, 5.0, 7.5, 10 and 20 mm), with three elements used along its thick-
ness direction, while the Eulerian region is meshed with elements having 

20 mm edge length. Fig. 6a presents the simulated mid-span deflection 
versus time curves, which remain almost unchanged as the mesh size is 
decreased. Further refinements with smaller mesh sizes do not signifi-
cantly improve the accuracy of calculations, but rather result in 
considerably increased computational time. To achieve a balance be-
tween calculation cost and accuracy, the in-plane mesh size of 5.0 mm is 
selected for target plates in all subsequent FE simulations. 

Next, mesh convergence is examined for the Eulerian domain. Note 
that the element size chosen for the Eulerian domain is significantly 
larger than that for the Lagrangian domain, so as to avoid the numerical 
phenomenon of material leaking [62]. It is also worth noticing that size 
mismatch between the Lagrangian and Eulerian elements may result in 
the Eulerian material passing through the Lagrangian domain. In the 
present study, five mesh sizes (i.e., 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 mm) are tested 
for the Eulerian domain and no leakage is found in the simulations. 
Fig. 6b displays the permanent mid-span deflection versus time curves. 
It is seen that the difference in simulation results obtained with mesh 
sizes of 15, 20 and 25 mm is not obvious. Thus, the mesh size of 20 mm is 
adopted for the Eulerian domain. 

Similarly, mesh-sensitive analysis is conducted on sandwich panels. 
With Test S-2 taken as an example, the permanent mid-span deflection 
converges as the mesh size is reduced, and the difference in simulation 
results obtained with mesh sizes of 3.0 and 4.0 mm is not obvious, as 
shown in Fig. 7a. Thus, for balanced computational cost and numerical 
accuracy, the overall mesh size of 4.0 mm is used in subsequent simu-
lations. Similarly, for the Eulerian domain, the grid size is determined to 

Fig. 5. Quasi-static uniaxial tensile test for AISI 316L steel: (a) geometry of test specimen and experimental set-up, (b) true stress versus true strain curves, and (c) 
error bars (standard deviations for true stresses measured at selected true strains. 

Table 4 
Material properties and Johnson-Cook model parameters for AISI 316L steel 
[58,60] and 40Cr [61].  

Material parameter Notation Numerical value 

AISI 316L 40Cr 

Young’s modulus E (GPa) 190 210 
Poisson ratio ν  0.3 0.35 
Density ρ (kg/m3) 7900 7890 
Plasticity model parameters  A (MPa) 244.78 878 

B (MPa) 1324.89 717 
n  0.702 0.5  
C  0.0124 0.01  
ε̇0  0.001 /  
m  0.91 /  
Tr (K) 298 /  
Tm (K) 1504 / 

Fracture model parameters D1  1.06 /  
D2  0.99 /  
D3  0.95 /  
D4  0 /  
D5  0 /  
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be 20 mm (Fig. 7b). 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1. Experimental results of permanent deformation 

5.1.1. Monolithic target plate 
Fig. 8 presents the final deformed morphologies of monolithic target 

plates subjected to internal blast loading from TNT charge at 1 m 
standoff distance, i.e., Tests M-1 and M-3. The target plate is made of 
AISI 316L steel in Test M-1, while that in Test M-3 is made of L907A 
marine steel. The spherical charge has a mass of 0.27 kg (diameter 73.5 
mm) in Test M-1 and 1.0 kg (diameter 108.4 mm) in Test M-3; Table 1. 

In both tests, large out-of-plane plastic deformation (outward 
bulging) of target plate occurs, but no fracture is observed. Distinctive 
plastic hinge lines are found at the edges and diagonals of each target 
plate, causing it to exhibit an approximately pyramidal shape after the 
test. The outward bulging in the central region is similar to the shape of 
spherical charge. These experimental observations are consistent with 
those reported in previous studies [22,63]. In addition, the “pulling-in 

effect” is observed in the clamping regime, where the bolt holes are 
pulled with slight plastic deformation in-plane, which is similar to that 
found in free air blast [64]. Such pulling-in effect is known to increase 
the out-of-plane deflection of a monolithic target plate. The larger in- 
plane tension force in the boundary region than the clamping force re-
sults in movement of the clamped target plate. 

5.1.2. Sandwich panel 
For Test S-2 selected as representative in this subsection, Fig. 9 

presents the final deformed morphology of the all-metallic sandwich 
specimen, i.e., S-2-A, before and after it is disassembled from the rect-
angular blast chamber, while Fig. 10 presents corresponding results 
obtained from post-mortem analysis of the specimen. 

Fig. 9a displays the final deformed morphology of sandwich spec-
imen S-2-A. Similar to its monolithic counterpart, the entire deformation 
mode of the sandwich is dominated by large plastic deformation without 
any structural damage, with plastic hinge lines appearing on the diag-
onal of its back face sheet. No significant cracking occurs in welded 
joints, indicating the high quality of specimen fabrication in the present 
study. After complete disassembly, the deformed front/back face sheets 

Fig. 6. Mid-span deflection of monolithic plate in Test M-3 versus time curves simulated using (a) varying mesh size for target plate and (b) varying mesh size for 
Eulerian region. 

Fig. 7. Mid-span deflection of back face sheet for sandwich panel in Test S-2 versus time curves simulated using (a) varying mesh size for sandwich panel and (b) 
varying mesh size for Eulerian region. 
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and honeycomb core are shown in Fig. 9b, 9c and 10. As the blast wave 
from charge detonation is transmitted to the clamped sandwich at the 
end of blast chamber, plastic hinges are formed around its clamped 
edges and then move diagonally toward the central region. Upon 
completing the fully confined blast test, stationary plastic hinge lines 
remain on both the front and back faces, as marked on Fig. 9b and 9c. It 
should be pointed out that, under fully confined blast loading, both the 
front and back face sheets experience global bending and stretching. 
Interestingly, the middlemost unit cell located in the central region of 
back face sheet exhibits similar deformation modes to the back face as a 
whole (Fig. 9c), for the size of unit cell in square honeycomb is relatively 
large in this study. Besides, the bolt holes on the front face sheet exhibit 
the pulling-in effect, while those on the back face sheet are almost 
undeformed. 

Consider next the deformation of honeycomb core. To this end, the 
deformed sandwich panel is cut using waterjet along the red dotted line 
drawn on it to better observe key features of its cross-sectional 
morphology (Fig. 10a). As shown in Fig. 10b, while symmetrical core 
deformation occurs, the core webs experience significant plastic buck-
ling especially in the central region. As a result, the maximum 
compression (7.5 mm) of core web occurs at mid-span, which represents 
approximately 10 % reduction compared to its original height (75.5 
mm). To explore further the deformation mechanisms, two typical core 
webs taken from the ①and ②regions, shown schematically in Fig. 10c, 
are analyzed. In region ①, the deformation of honeycomb core web 
involves multiple folds induced by severe shear straining, as shown in 
Fig. 10d. In sharp contrast, in the middlemost unit cell where shear 
straining is not as severe, the buckling of core web exhibits only a single 
fold, as shown in Fig. 10e. 

5.2. Validation of FE model 

In this section, the accuracy of FE simulated dynamic responses 
under fully confined blast loading is checked against experimental 
measurements, mainly from three aspects: internal pressure, permanent 
mid-span deflection, and deformation mode. 

5.2.1. Internal pressure 
Tests M-1 and S-2 of Table 1 are selected as representatives to vali-

date the accuracy of numerically simulated internal pressure, since the 
two tests contain the minima and maxima of explosive mass used in the 
present experimental program, respectively. The simulated internal 
pressure versus time histories are presented in Fig. 11a for Test M-1 and 
in Fig. 11b for Test S-2. The results demonstrate that fully confined blast 
loading from explosive detonation exhibits two different phases, 
encompassing the shock-wave phase (i.e., reflected blast loading) and 
the quasi-static phase. The former consists of initial peak pressure and 
subsequent short-duration reflected waves having attenuated ampli-
tudes. Following the shock wave phase is a long-duration (quasi-static) 
phase with lower load amplitude. Note that, in a well-enclosed test 
chamber, the quasi-static pressure is related to the volume of the 
chamber and the explosion characteristics. 

In addition to FE simulations, the two distinct phases are also 
captured via pressure transducers mounted at positions P1, P2, and P3 
on the side walls of blast chamber (Fig. 3), as described in detail in 
Section 3. In the field tests, the initial peak pressure is recorded by 
gauge P3 and the quasi-static pressures are recorded using gauges P1 
and P2. In Fig. 11 (areas marked in gray), the experimentally measured 
initial peak pressures and quasi-static pressures are compared with the 
simulation results. Further comparison between experimentally 
measured and numerically calculated magnitudes of initial peak pres-
sure and quasi-static pressure is presented in Table 5. For both Tests M-1 
and S-2, overall agreement is achieved between experimental and 
simulation results of initial peak pressure and quasi-static pressure, not 
only the magnitudes but also the variation trends. Nonetheless, 
compared with those measured experimentally by gauges P3, i.e., 8.75 
MPa and 24.60 MPa for Tests M-1 and S-2, respectively, the simulated 
initial peak pressures of 10.46 MPa and 28.56 MPa are somewhat higher 
(Table 5). It should be mentioned that, during the tests, the pressure 
transducer P3 is affected by a variety of interference factors, such as 
stress waves propagating through the blast chamber, chamber vibration, 
and temperature effects. This is likely the reason why the measured 
initial peak pressure is lower than that numerically calculated. In 

Fig. 8. Final deformed morphologies of monolithic target plates in (a) Test M-1 and (b) Test M-3, with bulging, plastic hinge lines, and deformed bolts holes marked.  
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contrast, the gauges P1 and P2 could in general record the same quasi- 
static pressure, for it is independent of gauge position. Indeed, the re-
sults of Fig. 11 and Table 5 reveal that the quasi-static phase of blast 
loading measured by gauge P1 agrees excellently well with that 
measured by P2. 

Overall, the proposed FE model successfully captures the main 
characteristics of fully confined blast loading observed during experi-
mental testing. 

5.2.2. Permanent mid-span deflection 
The validated FE model is employed to simulate all internal blast 

tests listed in Table 1 such that the permanent deflections of monolithic/ 
sandwich specimens in each test can be calculated. For monolithic target 
plates tested in first three tests (i.e., test group M), the predicted per-
manent mid-span deflections (δsim) are tabulated in Table 6 along with 
the corresponding measured values (δexp). For test group S where 
sandwich panels are tested together with their monolithic counterparts, 
the numerical and experimental results of permanent mid-span de-
flections are also listed in Table 6. For each target, the simulated per-
manent mid-span deflection is estimated from the mid-span deflection 
versus time curve, which eventually stabilizes as shown in representa-
tive Fig. 19c and 19d. Overall, the results demonstrate that the present 

FE simulations are able to predict sandwich/monolithic target de-
flections with reasonable accuracy. The under-prediction for test group 
M is likely caused by neglecting the after-burning effect in the FE model, 
while the over-prediction for test group S involving sandwich target is 
attributed to the fact that air leakage is observed during the blast test, 
caused likely by intermittent laser welding used in specimen fabrication, 
gaps between aluminum blocks at boundary regions, etc. 

5.2.3. Deformation modes 
In this subsection, the experimentally observed final deformation 

modes of target plates are compared with those numerically simulated in 
Figs. 12 and 13 for Tests M-3 and S-2, respectively. For Test M-3, the 
simulated deformation mode of monolithic plate (Fig. 12) is in good 
agreement with that observed in experiment; even the simulated pull-in 
effect is consistent with that measured (Fig. 8b). Similarly, for the 
sandwich panel in Test S-2 (Fig. 13), the final deformation mode - 
including locally folded core webs and plastic hinge lines formed along 
both the diagonals and welding joints between face sheet and honey-
comb core - agree well with those experimentally observed. Moreover, 
details of the simulated final deformation around bolt holes are dis-
played in Fig. 14. The equivalent plastic strain around bolt holes on the 
front face is seen to be greater than that on the back face, which causes 

Fig. 9. Final deformed morphology of front and back face sheets in Test S-2: (a) before disassembly from rectangular blast chamber with marked plastic hinge lines, 
(b) front face sheet after disassembly with enlarged view of deformed bolt holes, and (c) back face sheet after disassembly with enlarged view of its central region and 
undeformed bolt holes. 
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visible pull-in effect that is consistent with experimental observation in 
Fig. 9. 

These additional validations not only demonstrate the viability of 
material constitutive models but also the reliability of FE simulation in 
the present study. 

5.3. Blast wave process and structural dynamic response 

For each test considered, the dynamic deformation responses of 

Fig. 10. Final deformed morphology of square honeycomb core in Test S-2: (a) schematic of the red dotted line used for waterjet, (b) cross-sectional view of 
deformed core with compression of core web in its middlemost cell marked, (c) schematic of square honeycomb core with regions ①and ②marked for further 
analysis, (d) deformation of core web in region ①, and (e) deformation of core web in region ②. 

Fig. 11. Comparison between numerically simulated and experimentally measured initial peak and quasi-static pressures for (a) Test M-1 and (b) Test S-2.  

Table 5 
Comparison between numerically simulated and experimentally measured 
quasi-static and initial peak pressure values.  

Tests Quasi-static pressure (MPa) Initial peak pressure (MPa) 

P1 P2 P3 

Sim. Exp. Sim. Exp. Sim. Exp. 

M-1  0.51  0.58  0.51  0.61  10.46  8.75 
S-2  1.42  1.11  1.42  1.08  28.56  24.60  

Table 6 
Fully confined blast tests: comparison between experimental measurements and 
FE simulation results.  

Test Specimen δexp(mm) δsim(mm) Error (%) 

M-1 M-1-A  133.50  120.00  10.11 
M-1-B  138.50  120.00  13.36   

*Avg. = 136.00  120.00  11.76 
M-2 M-2-A  122.50  115.85  5.43 

M-2-B  28.25  26.50  6.19 
M-3 M-3-A  150.50  137.25  8.80 

M-3-B  146.80  137.25  6.51   
*Avg. = 148.65  137.25  7.67 

S-1 S-1-A  54.30  56.95  4.88 
S-1-B  27.50  29.50  7.27 

S-2 S-2-A  68.50  73.25  6.93 
S-2-B  124.50  133.55  7.27 

*Avg. means averaged value. 
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target plates clamped at the ends of blast chamber are determined by the 
propagation and distribution of blast loading acting on them. Thus, upon 
detonation of spherical TNT explosive, the progressive evolutions of 
internal pressure field in the blast chamber are presented in this section, 
with Test M-3 and Test S-2 selected as examples to separately investigate 
fluid–structure interactions between blast wave and target plate. 

5.3.1. Monolithic plate as target 
For illustration, Fig. 15 displays the numerically predicted field of air 

pressure for Test M-3. Note that, for the present calculation, the value of 
air pressure needs to be added to the atmospheric pressure (0.101957 
MPa) due to the EOS model of air. For Test M-3, as the standoff distances 
between target plates and TNT charge are equal, i.e., R1 = R2 = 1 m, the 

Fig. 12. Comparison between experimentally observed and numerically simulated final deformation modes for clamped monolithic plate under fully confined blast 
loading (Test M-3). 

Fig. 13. Comparison between global/local deformation modes observed experimentally and simulated numerically for clamped honeycomb sandwich panel under 
fully confined blast loading (Test S-2). 

Fig. 14. Details of simulated final deformation around bolt holes on (a) front face and (b) back face of clamped honeycomb sandwich panel under fully confined blast 
loading (Test S-2). Color legend represents equivalent plastic strain. 
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profile of pressure wave is symmetrical in magnitude and shape. 
Further, as the two monolithic target plates are identical, it suffices to 
consider the dynamic responses of one target, for example, specimen M- 
3-A clamped at the left end of blast chamber (Table 1). 

The results of Fig. 15 reveal that the process of blast wave propa-
gation and reflection can be roughly divided into the following stages. 
The first stage is before the blast wave propagates to the target plate, 
with t = 0.02 ~ 0.50 ms. Upon TNT charge detonation at t = 0, the blast 
shock wave begins to propagate and, at about t = 0.185 ms, first reaches 
the top/bottom walls of rectangular blast chamber. Subsequently, re-
flected shock waves from the rigid top/bottom boundaries are formed at 
t = 0.30 ~ 0.40 ms. Due to the confinement effect of chamber, the 
reverberation of blast wave continues to expand towards target plates 
clamped at both ends of the chamber. The second stage commences 
when the shock wave first strikes the target and is rapidly reflected. At t 
= 0.70 ms, the wave converges at the corners of blast chamber with high 

pressure and begins to interact with each target. Subsequently, during t 
= 1.0 ~ 2.0 ms, reflected shock waves form rapidly at each end of 
chamber and propagate towards the opposite target, converging at the 
center of chamber at t = 2.0 ms. Meanwhile, each target plate is 
evidently deformed, first from the corners due to the converging of 
shock waves. Evolution of the deformation profile of M-3-A target plate 
across its mid-line along the y-direction is presented in Fig. 16a, where a 
schematic drawing of the mid-line (dashed line) is shown. Correspond-
ingly, Fig. 16b displays the sequence of target deformation (along the 
mid-line) at selected times, showing that the deformation initiated at the 
clamped edges gradually moves towards the central region (t = 1.0 ~ 
2.0 ms). Note that the region where the target exhibits zero deflection is 
exactly its edges clamped via the inserted aluminum blocks and M22 
bolts. 

After t = 2.0 ms, the reverberating shock waves that converge in the 
central begin of blast chamber continue to propagate and move towards 

Fig. 15. Evolution of numerically calculated air pressure field at selected times for Test M-3.  
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the target plate clamped at each end. Until t = 3.43 ms, the shock waves 
completely reach the target plate, thus initiating the secondary reflec-
tion process. During this stage, the transient deformation of monolithic 
target plate exhibits outward bulging in its central region (t = 2.5 ms), 
with the maximum deflection (at plate center) reached at t = 2.65 ms 
(Fig. 16). Thereafter, the overall profile of target plate remains 
approximately stable. Subsequently, after the blast wave collides with 
the target, secondary reflected shock waves again propagate towards the 
opposite target clamped at the other end (t = 3.43 ~ 5 ms). In other 
words, at this stage, each target has been loaded by two consecutive 
reflected shock waves. Nonetheless, the initial reflected wave contrib-
utes most to the deformation of target plate, for its deformed profile 
remains almost constant as it interacts with the secondary reflected 
wave. 

5.3.2. Sandwich panel as target 
Next, the validated FE model is employed to simulate the dynamic 

performance of honeycomb sandwich panel (i.e., specimen S-2-A in Test 
S-2) under fully confined blast loading. Fig. 17 presents the predicted 
evolution of air pressure field, which is largely similar to that shown in 
Fig. 15 for Test M-3, and hence is not explained below for brevity. 

For both the front and back face sheets, Fig. 18 presents the defor-
mation profile along the mid-line at selected times after detonation. For 
the front face sheet, the deformation profile exhibits three bumps during 
t = 1.0 ~ 2.0 ms, corresponding to three square honeycomb cells un-
derneath it. At t = 1.0 ms, the bumps at the edges of the mid-line profile 
are more pronounced than that in its center, which is contributed to the 
converging of blast waves at the corners of blast chamber as shown in 
Fig. 17. The bump in the central area then deforms with increasingly 
higher velocity and, at t = 2.0 ms, an overall flattened bulging along the 

mid-line is formed due to the formation of plastic hinge lines. This is 
coincident with the period during which the first blast wave interacts 
with the sandwich panel and completes its reflection (Fig. 17). Subse-
quently, the overall deformation profile stabilizes except in the central 
area, where the deformation first increases and then decreases (t = 2.0 
~ 5.0 ms): more in-depth analysis regarding this phenomenon is pre-
sented later. 

It is interesting to note that the deformation of back face sheet at t =
1.0 ms initially occurs at a distance 150 mm from its center, where the 
web of honeycomb core is located. Inward bulging in the central region 
(-150 mm ~ 150 mm) is evident at t = 1.5 ms, which is in contrast to the 
above-mentioned deformation profile of the front face sheet. The flat-
tened deformation profile in the central region occurs at t = 2 ms, which 
rapidly transforms into outward bulging, the latter maximized at t = 2.5 
ms. Subsequently (t = 2.5 ~ 5.0 ms), the variation of deformation profile 
is insignificant. The maximum deflection first decreases, then increases, 
and finally stabilizes, due mainly to the interaction between secondary 
reflected blast wave and sandwich panel (Fig. 17). 

To gain further insight into the phenomena discussed above, the 
numerically simulated dynamic response of sandwich panel is analyzed. 
When subjected to unconfined blast loading, the deformation process of 
a fully clamped sandwich panel exhibits approximately-three sequential 
phases [28,29,65]. Phase I: transfer of impulse to front face; Phase II: 
core compression; Phase III: overall bending and stretching. Under fully 
confined blast loading, as shown in Fig. 19a for Test S-2, the honeycomb 
sandwich panel exhibits essentially the same deformation processes. 
However, due to the relatively large cell size of the present sandwich 
construction, new deformation modes occur locally in each phase, as 
illustrated below. 

Consider first the clamped sandwich panel as a whole. In Phase I, the 

Fig. 16. Dynamic deformation responses of monolithic target plate in Test M-3: (a) deformation profile across mid-line (dashed line) of target plate at selected times 
after charge detonation, (b) evolution of deformed cross-sectional profile at selected times after charge detonation. 
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blast impulse arrives at the front face (t = 0.8 ms) to form three locally 
deformed regions due to the presence (and constraint) of honeycomb 
core underneath it. In Phase II, the honeycomb core receives the impulse 
transmitted by the front face and begins to compress (t = 1.1 ms). 
Meanwhile, the back face remains stationary, which is why inward 
bulging (Fig. 18b) occurs in its central region till t = 1.5 ms. In Phase III, 
the back face starts to deform (as shown for t = 1.8 ms), causing relative 
movement between the clamping region and the central region of 
sandwich panel. As a result, significant shear damage to the core close to 
the clamped edge occurs, leading to the deformation modes presented in 
Fig. 10d. Subsequently, at t = 2.0 ms, the entire sandwich panel (except 
for its clamped edges) acquires roughly a common velocity and is, 
eventually, brought to rest as the blast energy is dissipated via plastic 

bending and stretching. 
Consider next local deformation in the central region of the sand-

wich. Bulged deformation of its back face is observed at t = 2.5 ms. To 
explore physical mechanisms leading to this behavior, the simulated 
mid-span displacement and velocity are plotted in Fig. 19b and 19c as 
functions of time after charge detonation, for both the front and back 
faces. In Phase I, the sandwich structure as a whole is stationary except 
for its front face whose velocity gradually increases to a maximum. In 
Phase II, the front face moves down with a gradually reducing velocity 
due to the resistance via core compression, while the back face remains 
stationary. In sharp contrast, in Phase III, the back face deforms with a 
significantly increasing velocity, which is higher than that of front face 
during t = 1.5 ~ 2.5 ms. Thereafter (t > 2.5 ms), the mid-span velocity of 

Fig. 17. Evolution of numerically calculated air pressure field at selected times for Test S-2.  
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Fig. 18. Numerically predicted deformation profiles across mid-line of (a) front face sheet and (b) back face sheet of sandwich panel at selected times in Test S-2.  

Fig. 19. Numerically simulated dynamic responses of clamped sandwich panel with honeycomb core in Test S-2: (a) evolution of cross-sectional deformation profile, 
(b) mid-span displacement plotted as a function of time for front and back faces, and (c) mid-span velocity plotted as a function of time for front/back faces. 
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back face fluctuates within a small scale around zero, while its mid-span 
deflection becomes stabilized. In comparison, during this stage, the front 
face experiences elastic oscillation after peak deflection, resulting in 
large fluctuations (from trough to peak) in its mid-span velocity and 
deflection. 

5.4. Impulse analysis 

From the above analyses, we provide a physical explanation for 
structural transient response based upon the measured/predicted evo-
lution of internal air pressure field. Either the monolithic or sandwich 
target plate is loaded by two consecutive blast waves, the former formed 
from explosive detonation (defined as the initial blast wave) and the 
second formed by reflection from the opposite target (defined as the 
reflected blast wave). The FE simulation results (Fig. 15 and Fig. 17) 
reveal that the deformation response of the target is hardly affected by 
reflected blast wave. To gain insight into the relationship between blast 
loading and structural response, the impact impulse transferred by blast 
wave to target is analyzed below. 

Again, take Test S-2 as example. Fig. 20a displays the evolution of 
average contact pressure P acting on the exposed area of sandwich target 
plate clamped at one end of blast chamber, caused by its interaction with 
blast wave. Similar average contact pressure acting on its monolithic 
counterpart is also presented. For both target plates, the contact pressure 
exhibits two distinct peaks, corresponding separately to the moment 
when the initial blast wave and the reflected blast wave interact with the 
target. The first peak is higher than the second, since the internal 
pressure weakens with time. Notably, the two target plates exhibit 
approximately the same contact pressure history, for the set-up of the 
present fully confined blast tests ensures the symmetry of both initial 

and secondary pressure waves. Next, the transmitted impulse per unit 
area I of target calculated by integrating the contact pressure with 
duration is presented in Fig. 20b. The transmitted impulse increases 
gradually during the early stage of pressure wave interaction and then 
increases sharply due to the arrival of secondary blast wave. 

The results of P and I versus time histories as well as the mid-span 
deflection versus time history of back face are displayed in Fig. 20c 
for clamped sandwich panel (Test S-2). For comparison, Fig. 20d pre-
sents similar results for clamped monolithic plate. For both target types, 
the mid-span deflection reaches a maximum and then remains relatively 
constant, indicating that the duration of explosion is longer than the 
structural response time. The impulse transmitted during the early stage 
of blast is responsible for the permanent deflection of each target, after 
which the impulse further increases, but no longer contributes to 
structural deformation. The reflected blast wave arrives later than the 
earliest moment when the mid-span deflection reaches stability, which 
also means that the impulse caused by reflected blast wave has no effect 
on permanent deflection. The above is known as the phenomenon of 
impulse saturation [66–68], i.e., not all transmitted impulse causes 
structural deformation. The present results demonstrate that impulse 
saturation also occurs in clamped sandwich panel subjected to long- 
duration fully confined blast. 

5.5. Comparison between sandwich and monolithic target plates 

In this section, the performance of sandwich panel in terms of mid- 
span deflection is compared with that of its monolithic counterpart at 
the same standoff distance, i.e., Test S-2 where the TNT charge (1 kg) is 
placed at the center of blast chamber (Table 1). Given that the areal mass 
of sandwich panel ism ≈ 42.6 kg/m2, the equivalent monolithic plate 

Fig. 20. Evolution of average contact pressure P (a) and transmitted impulse I (b) for sandwich/monolithic targets in Test S-2. Evolution of P, I, and permanent mid- 
span deflection for (c) sandwich panel and (d) monolithic plate in Test S-2. 
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has a thickness of ts ≈ 5.4 mm. Fig. 21a compares the numerically 
calculated evolution of back face mid-span deflection of sandwich panel 
with that of its monolithic counterpart. The results demonstrate that the 
honeycomb sandwich panel outperforms the monolithic plate of equal 
mass. For the case considered, the permanent mid-span deflection of the 
back face is 70.18 mm, which is 17.66 % smaller than that (85.23 mm) 
of the monolithic plate, as shown in Fig. 21b. Further, it can be seen from 
Fig. 22a that the plastic dissipation energy of sandwich panel is larger 
than that of its monolithic counterpart. As for the constituents of the 
sandwich, the front face dissipates more plastic energy than others, as 
shown in Fig. 22b. 

It should be pointed out that only preliminary results are presented 
in this study. Although it is demonstrated that the proposed sandwich 
panel with square honeycomb core is superior to its monolithic coun-
terpart of equal mass, additional investigation is needed to explore how 
key geometrical parameters and core topologies would affect the dy-
namic response of sandwich construction under fully confined blast 
loading and optimize the configuration for further enhancement in 
blast/impact resistance. 

6. Conclusions 

A combined experimental and numerical study has been carried out 
to evaluate, for the first time, how an all-metallic honeycomb sandwich 
panel would perform under fully confined blast loading in comparison 
with its monolithic counterpart of equal areal mass density. Ultralight 
sandwich panels with square honeycomb cores are fabricated and tested 
in a purposely designed rectangular blast chamber. Internal blast load-
ings at varying levels are produced from spherical-shaped TNT charge 
detonation at fixed standoff distance. High-fidelity finite element (FE) 
modeling with ABAQUS/Explicit is subsequently carried out, with the 
Coupled-Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) method employed to realize the 
coupling between shock wave and target structure. Good agreement is 
achieved between numerical predictions and experimental results. Main 
conclusions drawn are summarized as follows:  

(1) The pressure versus time histories of internal shock loadings on 
fully-clamped sandwich/monolithic target plates, measured with 
pressure transducers, are featured by multiple reflected over-
pressures and a long-duration quasi-static phase with consider-
ably lower pressure amplitude. Under such shock loadings, the 
sandwich panel suffers global bending/stretching and localized 

Fig. 21. Comparison between sandwich panel and equivalent monolithic plate under identical confined blast condition: (a) evolution of mid-span deflection, and (b) 
permanent mid-span deflection. 

Fig. 22. (a) Comparison of plastic dissipation energy between sandwich panel and equivalent monolithic plate, and (b) plastic dissipation energy of each component 
for sandwich panel. 
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core compression/shear, while its monolithic counterpart expe-
riences significant large out-of-plane plastic deformation.  

(2) The 3D FE simulations reveal that both the sandwich and 
monolithic targets are loaded by two consecutive reflected shock 
waves. The initial reflected wave makes the main contribution to 
target deformation, for the deflection profile of either sandwich 
or monolithic target remains almost unchanged during its inter-
action with the secondary reflected wave. 

(3) The honeycomb sandwich panel exhibits a superior shock resis-
tance to its monolithic counterpart of equal mass, with a 17.66 % 
reduction in mid-span permanent deflection. Further reduction is 
expected when the sandwich construction is optimized. 

Results of this study provide valuable insight into physical mecha-
nisms leading to the superior performance of sandwich construction 
under fully confined blast loading, helpful for designing novel light-
weight protection structures with enhanced blast resistance for ship 
construction. Future experimental work with improved testing tools is 
needed such that detonation-induced air field inside the blast chamber 
can be accurately measured, thus enabling further validation of nu-
merical simulation results. 
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